Information Guide

European Union information from French sources

Starting points

- ESO: Country Information Guide: France: English / French
- Country Information

Universities

- Centre international de formation européenne
- Université Jean Moulin Lyon 3: Centre for European Studies
- Université de Lorraine: European academic centre [in French]
- Université de Montpellier: Centre for the study of politics of Latin Europe [in French]
- Université de Nice: Centre for the study of European organisational law (CEDORE) [in French]
- The Paris Institute of Political Studies: Centre for European Studies
- Université Paris 1, Panthéon Sorbonne: Centre for masters of international and European law [in French]
- Université Paris 3, Sorbonne Nouvelle: Institute of European studies [in French]
- Université Paris 8 – Institute of European Studies [in French]
- Université Paris Lumières: Centre for European legal and comparative studies (CEJEC) [in French]
- Université de Strasbourg: Centre for international and European studies [in French]

EU Information Networks

- European Commission
- European Parliament: Information office in France [in French]
- Europe Direct [in French]
- France in the EU
- Europe near you (L'europe près de chez vous) [in French]
- Representation in France [in French]
Research networks / Think Tanks

- European Union Institute for Security Studies (Paris)
- European Centre of Law and Economics (CEDE) of ESSEC [in French]
- Forum Carolus (Strasbourg) [in French/German]
- French Institute for International Relations
- Notre Europe (Paris)
- The World Pensions Council (Paris)

Government / official bodies

- Government – France Diplomatie
- National assembly: commission of European affairs [in French]
- Ministry of foreign affairs and international development
- European Parliament [in French]
- European social fund in France [in French]
- Europe en France : European funds web portal
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